
 
 

Liz Berry 
 
Birmingham Roller 
  
 “We spent our lives down in the blackness… those birds brought us up to the light.” 
  
 (Jim Showell – Tumbling Pigeons and the Black Country) 
  
Wench, yowm the colour of ower town: 
concrete, steel, oily rainbow of the cut. 
  
Ower streets am in yer wings, 
ower factory chimdeys plumes on yer chest, 
  
yer heart’s the china ower owd girls dust 
in their tranklement cabinets. 
  
Bred to dazzlin in backyards by men 
whose onds grew soft as feathers 
  
just to touch you, cradle you from egg 
through each jeth-defying tumble. 
  
Little acrobat of the terraces, 
we’m winged when we gaze at you 
  
jimmucking the breeze, somersaulting through 
the white breathed prayer of January 
  
and rolling back up like a babby’s yo-yo 
caught by the open donny of the clouds. 
  
Black Country/Standard 
 
wench/affectionate name for a female 
yowm/ you are 
cut/ canal 
tranklement/bits & bobs or ornaments 

onds/hands 
jimmucking/ shaking 
babby/ little child 
donny/hand 

 
Liz Berry’s latest pamphlet is The Patron Saint of Schoolgirls, published by tall-lighthouse 

I Gaze From My Kitchen Like an Astronaut is a touring poetry show.  It 
features poets Liz Berry, Kayo Chingonyi, Sarah Howe, William Letford, Amy 
Key, Karen McCarthy Woolf, John McCullough, Richard O’Brien, Liane Strauss 
and Tom Warner in various combinations in various venues, their 
performances heightened by a sprinkling of theatrical space dust. Not just a 
poetry reading, this is live literature! 

Here are some taster poems by the featured poets ... For more details, visit 
www.gazelikeanastronaut.wordpress.com  

http://www.gazelikeanastronaut.wordpress.com/


 

Kayo Chingonyi 
 
Some Bright Elegance 
 
 
 and all his words ran out of it: that there  
 was some bright elegance the sad meat  
 of the body made  
 ‘The Dance’, Amiri Baraka 
 
For the screwfaced in good shoes that paper  
the walls of dance halls, I have little patience. 
I say dance not to be seen but free, your feet 
are made for better things, feel the bitterness  
in you lift as it did for a six-year-old Bojangles 
tapping a living out of beer garden patios to 
the delight of a crowd that wasn’t lynching 
today but laughing at the quickness of the kid.  
 
Throw yourself into the thick, emerging pure  
reduced to flesh and bone, nerve and sinew.  
Your folded arms understand music. Channel 
a packed Savoy Ballroom and slide across  
the dusty floor as your zoot-suited, twenties  
self, the feather in your hat from an ostrich, 
the swagger in your step from the ochre dust 
of a West African village. Dance for the times 
 
you’ve been stalked by store detectives 
for a lady on a bus, for the look of disgust  
on the face of a boy too young to understand  
why he hates but only that he must. Dance 
for Sammy, dead and penniless, and for the 
thousands still scraping a buck as street corner  
hoofers who, though they dance for their food, 
move as if it is only them, and the drums, talking. 
 
Kayo’s latest pamphlet is Some Bright Elegance, published by Salt Publishing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sarah Howe 
 
Woman in the garden 
 
after Bonnard 
 
What you see on entering a room – 
            the red-checked 
blouse, burning 
on a chairframe in the attic crook, 
            will last a lifetime. 
 She smiles to see her slim form continue 
            in the sunlit legs 
of the stool, the lilac towel fallen across its face, 
            and she thinks – 
wisteria peeling from the house one mid-April –   
            head cocked 
as if marooned on the way to a word. 
 
            
            Mustard flashes 
wildly up the wall: the mirror 
            is a locked garden 
and sometimes she visits that country. 
            Through its keyhole 
            the stool in miniature 
wades a cobalt sea, or some accurate idea of sea – 
            a greybird 
            with salmon feet 
engaged in telling things new 
            a song veined 
with rust from the throat. 
            
 
She wants someone who will teach her the names 
            of trees 
their alien natures: the mimosa’s trembling 
            yellow and the ornate 
mainmast of the ash. The only thing she ever 
            longed for 
was an enamel bath, the running water 
            tinged 
with cochineal, a window, somewhere 
            heightening the tone – 
            the bay at Cannes, 
the mountains of the Esterel. 
 
Sarah’s latest pamphlet is A Certain Chinese Encylcopedia, published by tall-lighthouse 
 

 



Amy Key 
 
Tight Dress 
  
  
I’m in the tight dress. The one that prevents dignified sitting. 
The tight dress suggests I’m prepared to be undressed. 
Do my thighs flash through the seams? 
I try to remember if the bed is made, or unmade. 
The wind is wrapping up the sound of our kissing. 
I wonder should I undress first or should you undress first. 
I’m not sure I can take off the dress in a way that looks good. 
I consider if I should save up sex until morning. 
We are far gone and I’m better at kissing when sober. 
I find that your earlobes provide the current fascination. 
On my bedside table are three glasses of water 
                                          and my favourite love letter. 
I try to untie your shoes in a way that is appalling. 
 
Amy’s latest pamphlet is Instead of Stars, published by tall-lighthouse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



William Letford 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyHWqdIEtb0&feature=player_embedded 
 
 
William’s latest book is Bevel, published by Carcanet 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyHWqdIEtb0&feature=player_embedded


 
Karen McCarthy Woolf 
 
Missing 
 
Every day I wake up and remember 
your future is missing 
and even though it never belonged to me 
 
I take to the tow paths of Amsterdam: 
Herengracht, Singel ... pin A5 posters 
to vitiliogoed tree trunks. 
 
In the photo your eyes are closed  
and you don’t look like anything anymore 
but you never know. 
 
So I scour the alleys, pause outside a school. 
Is that you strapped to a stranger’s chest, 
the one in the blue-for-boy sling? 
 
Karen’s latest publication is in Ten, the anthology published by Bloodaxe Books 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



John McCullough 

 
Sleeping Hermaphrodite 
 
Asleep? I’m watching you through my lids. 
This isn’t easy, tracking your nebulous shape 
while you assess my neck’s turn, slide 
down to smooth cleavage, tummy, waist 
 
then encounter what’s stashed below my thigh. 
Here I am, unveiled as arguable, 
a mishmash of harbour and ship—the stay 
in thought when all ideas are possible. 
 
I’m everything yet deeply ill-equipped 
for solitude. What I need to know 
is whether you ache to prise free 
 
the ankle I’ve left loosely wrapped 
in a sheet. Singlespeak is boring. Let’s talk toes 
and honey. Come on, nosey boy. Surprise me. 
 
 
 
John’s latest book is The Frost Fairs published by Salt Publishing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Richard O’Brien 
 
Projections 
  
The night you told me ‘love does not exist’ 
I slept with the projectionist. 
Our hands unleashed trapped light 
  
and let it spin. I couldn’t face another night 
with you debating how much past 
is present in the present’s aftermath. 
  
‘It doesn’t have to mean something.’ 
She spooled, unspooled her tongue along my inside shin, 
your negative. It’s funny how it all winds up again. 
  
My body was a planetarium. Her fingers were a laser pen. 
The projectionist drinks Pabst and rolls her own 
and has no message on her telephone. 
  
Her thighs are piled high with celluloid. 
At home you smoke and stare into the void, 
change channels, read a book that tells you books do not exist. 
  
I wake up next to the projectionist, 
our mouths both pop-corn dry. The darkness hums with fiction. 
I’m tired of you and all of your predictions. 
  
She never has used the phrase ‘the seventh art’, 
but she can tuck her toes behind her ears – look. 
White mercury ignites your Ingmar Bergman book, 
  
the room lights up the way stained glass 
was made to do if God ever came past 
to thank the Best Boys, make the credits roll. 
  
There is an empty socket in your soul 
that paper couldn’t stuff should it exist. 
I told these things to the projectionist. 
 
 
Richard’s latest pamphlet is Your Own Devices, published by tall-lighthouse 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Liane Strauss 
 

It’s Never Too Early for a Clean Slate 
 

I’m still blinking at the clean slate of morning  
and the voice by my head has seen more of the world already. 
She reassures me like a baby, but I’m forty-two if I’m a day 
 and I need to hear the forecast, 
which I still haven’t learned has nothing to do with the weather. 
 
My first cup scaled my lips, my gums, the parapets 
and vaults of my mouth and you’re talking to me 
in the native tongue, which was my own once, 
set like type or handprints in cement, as near 
second nature as Mother Nature, but I can’t make 
heads or tails of anything you’re saying. 
Nevertheless I remain solidly convinced I only need to try 
a little harder, apply myself with more stick-to-itiveness,  
to be able to save you, or be myself saved,  
from what, from the look in your eyes,  
is some not-so-new or even unforeseeable disaster.  
If only I could hear myself think.  
But I’d need earplugs and a pneumatic drill  
to get through this concrete layer of words, 
and your eyes don’t even seem to hear me when, 
out of time, ideas and desperation, I semaphore 
in my own dead language and remember my father 
saying never fall in love with a foreigner  
or in the middle of the night he’ll curse you. 
 
But it’s only first thing in the morning,  
and not the first time, by my troth, I’ve failed to seize  
let alone shuck a pearl of wisdom cast like an aspersion before me 
 and time to go, so I wave good bye, 
which I see is an ambiguous as well as an ambidextrous gesture, 
but at the same time I also can’t see –  
and what choice do I have?  
I don’t have two right hands. 
But the coast is clear, the toast is cold, 
we’re at the crossroads of the breakfast table. 
 
And it’s not until after I unbolt the chain, let slip 
the wards of God, or Whoever it is Whose gates these are 
and toss precaution and my only set of keys, 
into the hedge, that I notice  
that it really isn’t too early yet,  
and I’m brimming with hope, 
which has its disadvantages. 
 
 
 
Liane’s latest book is Leaving Eden, published by Salt Publishing 



Tom Warner 
 
Mechanics 
 
I’d sit and pick the foam from the swivel chair 
and look at girls that hung from nails: 
Samantha Fox in stone-washed jacket 
with nothing underneath except a pair 
of well-positioned braces; 
cave girls with grubby cheeks and furry boots, 
their back-combed hair held up with bones. 
 
The radio sang I wandered out in the world for years 
while you just stayed in your room. 
 
I didn’t touch the page-a-day diary 
or the ashtray full of crumpled nubs, 
but hugged the schoolbag on my knee 
and watched him in overalls, welding mask 
and leather gloves, like a deep-sea diver 
in a film I saw about a giant squid 
that could suck a man clean from his suit. 
 
Tom’s latest pamphlet is Faber New Poets 8, published by Faber & Faber 
 


